This issue will focus on the current understanding of eukaryotic cells using both molecular biology and biophysics approaches. Cellular constituents such as cell surface, plasma membrane, cellular interior organelles, functional and structural proteins, mitochondria, cytosol. are of interest. These individual structures and their interactions play roles in the initiation and progression of numerous diseases and thus they are natural targets of various pharmacological agents. Understanding normal and pathological states of the cell, related molecular-level changes of functions and the binding of pharmacological agents to specific targets, are all crucial aspects of cell-based research. We aim to attract authors from around the globe to contribute papers addressing both general aspects and specific matters covered in this subject-matter. As this is mainly a subject-based special issue, the techniques reported in various papers cover experimental, theoretical and computational efforts. This issue will publish regular articles, mini reviews and full reviews.
Dr. Ashrafuzzaman works in the domain of biophysics. Stability of the structures of biomolecules, their independent random existence, coexistence with other molecules <complex biological structures> in biological environment, especially in cellular environment (cell membrane, cellular interior and exterior regions where various proteins exist) are often energy-based biophysical problems. Going beyond simple biochemical approaches we apply various biophysical techniques to not just observe things or measure the effects but also try to understand the hidden causes of responses, underlying mechanisms and aftermath effects using response theory based science. We apply all three common methodologies of investigations: theory, experiments and computation to penetrate dip into the problems. Our techniques are dedicated mainly to first finding the equilibrium structures, calculating the energies corresponding to specific structures, then raising the understanding of phenomenological structural transitions between various energy landscapes that represent various functional aspects. Dr. Ashrafuzzaman is currently serving as member in editorial boards of 4 peer reviewed journals. He has co-authored a book 'Membrane Biophysics' published by Springer. Dr. Ashrafuzzaman has also published 4 book chapters and about 50 peer reviewed papers in scientific journals, most of which fall in biophysics and condensed matter physics. In 2009, Dr. Ashrafuzzaman created Child Life Development Institute (www.childlifedev.ca), a Canadian not-for-profit organization dedicated to doing charitable activities mostly in underdeveloped countries. For more contact at mashrafuzzaman@ksu.edu.sa.
Dr. Tuszynski is a Fellow of the National Institute for Nanotechnology of Canada. He is an Allard Chair and Professor in the Department of Oncology at the University of Alberta and a Professor in the Department of Physics. Professor Jack Tuszynski received his M.Sc. with distinction in Physics from the University of Poznan (Poland). He received his PhD in Physics from the University of Calgary. He has published over 360 peer-reviewed papers, over 50 conference proceedings, 10 book chapters and 10 books. Dr. Jack Tuszynski heads a multi-disciplinary team creating ''designer drugs'' for cancer chemotherapy using computational biophysics methods. For more please contact at jackt@ualberta.ca.
